POPCORN MACHINE INSTRUCTIONS
**120 servings per hour**Cord is 5-6 ft. long**

OPERATE SAFELY AND CORRECTLY

Locate switches and note safety tips.
•
•
•
•
•

Light and warmer switch - turns on heat lamp and optional strip heater under corn pan
Kettle motor switch - turns on motor that drives kettle agitator shaft
Kettle heat switch - turns on heat element inside kettle
DO NOT COVER AIR VENT HOLES! Motor air intake and exhaust holes at top of machine must be clear of any
obstructions
AVOID SERIOUS BURNS! DO NOT TOUCH KETTLE WHILE IT IS HOT!

HOW TO POP CORN

Follow these directions and let the fun begin.
1. Turn on kettle heat switch and kettle motor switch
2. "Test pop" a kettle of corn - place oil measure in kettle with three corn kernels; when kernels pop, place remainder
of oil, measured corn and flavoring in kettle; close lid
3. Use only one package at a time to allow adequate room for kernels to pop.
4. When corn has popped, rotate the handle to empty popcorn from kettle; return kettle to upright position
5. Repeat the cycle - subsequent batches are always more flavorful than the initial batch
6. Turn off the kettle heat switch near the completion of the final batch. Eliminate smoke and odor by turning off
when the popcorn breaks over the lid
7. Turn off kettle heat switch and kettle motor and switch
8. After kettle has cooled, wipe exterior of kettle with heavy cloth to prevent burn or stain of oil drippings
9. Turn off all switches
CLEANING TIPS

Allow kettle to cool
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Unplug kettle and remove from machine
Wipe clean: the kettle, kettle lids, crossbar and exterior. DO NOT IMMERSE KETTLE IN WATER!
Remove popped corn
Remove the "old maid" pan, empty unpopped kernels and wipe clean
Clean the inside of the machine

**Plug the machine directly into a non-shared outlet in a dedicated circuit. Do not use an extension
code on either machine. Using an extension cord causes a reduction in power going to the machine.
It requires full power for the compressor to operate at maximum capacity.
**Transportation: Please properly secure the machines while transporting them. Machine needs to sit
upright (SUV preferred).
Have a Great Party!

The Rental Place
770-594-9000
**Please notify The Rental Place if there are any issues PRIOR to returning the machine. If the
office is closed, please follow the prompts for After-Hours service.

